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Top Skills
Affinity Publisher
Writing
Adobe Photoshop

Paul Ehrlich
Writer | Fledgling Game Designer | Former Filmmaker
San Antonio, Texas, United States

Summary
Over 19 years of professional experience writing about diverse
subjects, including the entertainment and medical industries.
Wrote for a variety of companies, all with differing workflows and
perspectives.

Specialties include explaining complex topics to laypeople and
writing informative, fun scripts. Extremely self-motivated and enjoy
working on my own.

Experience

Self-employed
Writer
2004 - Present (19 years)
San Antonio, Texas Area

Writing monthly articles for Neighborhood News, a local newsletter. 

Secured photo permission for one article and shot accompanying pictures.

Wrote one article for Tabletops and Tentacles, an online gaming publication
about Mokele-Mbembe, a dinosaur rumored to be living in Africa. Researched
Mokele-Mbembe along with other animals possibly mistaken for dinosaurs. 

Wrote approximately thirteen 1500 word articles for texashillcountry.com
and authentictexan.com, two websites covering Texas life. Pitched articles
and received assignments. Conducted interviews with local business owners
during the pandemic, which was a challenge. Samples available.

Wrote approximately four 2500+ word articles for Working Nurse Magazine, a
monthly print publication based in the Los Angeles area. Conducted interviews
with medical staff about personnel challenges, along with interviews regarding
clinic administration, and controversial topics. 
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Writing a 50000-word role playing game to be self-published at a later
date. Created a family card game that's currently being shopped to various
publishers.

Wrote approximately fifty 150-word advertisements over a month for a national
tutoring organization. Content was specifically tailored for individual cities.

Wrote 25+ articles for industry leading websites on diverse topics, such as
liposuction and computer programming languages.

Ehrlich Images
Photographer/Filmmaker
2010 - 2015 (5 years)
Greater Los Angeles Area

Shot multiple images with SLR cameras to accompany articles.

Featured artist in shows throughout the Los Angeles area, including the
Pomona Arts Walk and Gallery 1650.  Selected in juried exhibitions. Photo
work to accompany articles will be strong.

Edited challenging VHS/Super 8/Mini DV videos.  Much of the footage has
minor to moderate tape damage and was taped by amateurs.  My services
included tape clean-up as well as DVD conversion and/or editing.

Edited documentary/industrial films for corporate and government clients.
Specialized in working with non-profits.

Edited and color-corrected challenging independent films for individual clients.

Education
George Mason University
Bachelor of Arts - BA, English Writing
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